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What page does the word went 
appear in a beginner book?

What page does the word been
appear in a beginner book?

Poll



What page does the word went 
appear in an elementary book?

What page does the word been 
appear in an elementary book?

Poll



When is the verb phrase have to first 
taught in most global series?

When is the word if first taught in 
most global series?

Poll



The problem with a restricted grammar syllabus

• It restricts the conversations students can have.

• It restricts the vocabulary and / or restricts natural 
examples of vocabulary books give.

• It encourages massed practice instead of spaced.

• It clashes with the reality of language outside of the class.



"... it seems obvious that, at least after 
elementary level, the largest part of a 
language learner's task is to build up an 
adequate stock of high-priority words and 
lexicalised phrases, including both 
knowledge of their forms and an awareness 
of their more important meanings, the 
major collocational and syntactic constraints 
on their use and so on.”

Who said this?



What level of the CEFR is this describing?

Shows a relatively high degree of grammatical 
control. Does not make errors which cause 
misunderstanding and can correct most of 
his/her mistakes.



These quotes point to: 

• greater awareness of grammar at lower levels (up to 
A2/B1)

• development and understanding at B1 / B2 (some 
study and correction) 

• no grammar at C1!

Certainly beyond B2 the focus needs to be almost entirely 
on vocabulary and how it’s used.



How many words do you need to 
know in a text in order to 
accurately guess the meanings of 
the words you don’t know?



How many words do you need to know to 
understand 97% of most academic texts?



How many encounters with a word before it 
becomes part of your productive vocabulary?



The problem of vocabulary control 
and a syllabus driven by lexical sets.
• A grammar driven syllabus can under-estimate just 

how much vocab you need. 
• Vocab knowledge and recognition is the main 

marker of reading and listening ability.
• Lexical sets will tend towards the infrequent or at 

least miss very frequent words:

medieval, bacteria, controversy, remark, moral, 
revenue, empire. underlying, conceal, allegation
minor, arise, somewhat, relatively, establishment, 
initiative, faith, restore
way



Which of these topics might a person in 
an Elementary class be interested in?

Understanding a menu
Talking about their job
Talking about shopping / fashion
Talking about news or politics
Giving opinions on films / books
Making arrangements
Talking about family



Which of these topics might a person in 
an Advanced class be interested in?

Understanding a menu
Talking about their job
Talking about shopping / fashion
Talking about news or politics
Giving opinions on films / books
Making arrangements
Talking about family



The problem of treating students at 
different levels as different kinds of people

At low levels (and to some extent intermediate):
we may avoid opinions or any discussion that may be 
‘beyond’ what they know



Some general themes for all levels:

• There’s a lot of language (esp. vocab) to learn.
• A coursebook is only one route and no book 

covers one level – though some cover more 
than others. 

• Learning comes from repetition over time.
• Students are people with a variety of interests 

and a desire to communicate.
• Language can come from students beyond the 

material.



Some specific issues
Beginner and Elementary
How do you enable students to express their needs and wants with very 
limited language?
How can you ensure enough repetition?
Can we ensure a greater coverage of grammar without causing confusion?

Intermediate Levels
How can students develop grammatical accuracy while developing the 
necessary amounts of vocabulary?

Advanced Levels
What’s left to learn? 
How do we make choices about that?
How do we measure progress?



• Teach some grammar as words
• Building dialogues  – context and conversation teaching 

meaning
• Just enough language to enable conversation
• Short questions and framed spaces for emergent
• More repetition – in class and over time

Beginner

How do you enable students to express their needs and 
wants with very limited language?



Grammar as words/phrases





Building conversation



Just enough grammar



Framed spaces for emergent language 



Further dialogue build
and space for emergent 
language



Exposure, repetition and re-use over time

A best-selling Outcomes Beginner
beginner book

they 13 11
you 5 38
I 7 56 
it 4 31 
s/he 4 5 
noun 1 (is) 26
we 1 23

Total 35 191 [maybe a bit less]

Distribution
10 lessons over 21 lessons over
TWO unit out of 14 SEVEN units out of 12



• Don’t start as if they know no language!
• Maintain a dialogue-based approach 
• Have low expectations of productive 

accuracy 
• Frequent words for discussion not just 

naming things

Elementary

Can we ensure a greater coverage of 
grammar without causing confusion?



Elementary Outcomes:

present tense p10
there is / there are p13 (and p86)
past simple (incl. went) p32
have to p60
going to p62
been p78
should / shouldn’t p106
might p116
how long have you … p121
will / won’t p125
be thinking of p134
past cont. p142
will / won’t p144



Still building dialogues extension of beginner



Frequent vocabulary and varied interests 



• More grammaticalized vocabulary 
• Not just words – exploring how words are used
• The words and texts – high and mid frequency words.
• Repeat opportunities – storytelling and dilemmas
• Extra space for students and correction
• Grammar interacting with other grammar. 
• More inductive grammar – thinking about rules

Intermediate levels

How can students develop grammatical accuracy while 
developing the necessary amounts of vocabulary?



More grammaticalized lexis



Not just the words – questions

2 Can you find three prepositions connected to adjectives 
in Exercise 1?
3 Why else might you feel exhausted?
4 How do you know if someone is pleased with 
something?
5 How do you know when someone is furious?
6 Why might someone get upset?
7 What other things might you feel guilty / bad about?
8 What things might put you in a good mood?
9 What’s the opposite of being pleasantly surprised?



1. Take turns to tell each other as much as you can about the last person you met.
2. What’s been your best moment using English?
3. Have you ever helped someone in the street? Where what happened?
4. Tell your partner about a time you forgot or lost something important. What 

happened?
5. Choose three emotions. When was the last time you felt each one? What happened?
6. Tell someone about some good or bad news.
7. What’s the most surprising time you’ve bumped into someone?
8. Have you ever failed to recognize someone? What happened?
9. Choose three types of weather. When was the last time you experienced each one. 

What happened?
10. Talk about which activities you have done recently. What did you do?
11. Have you ever taken part in a competition? When? What happened?
12. Have you heard of any companies being taken to court? What happened?
13. Tell your partner about the biggest change you’ve had in your life?

Repeat opportunities for grammar: 
Telling stories / anecdotes



Extra space for students and correction



He looks a bit fed up. I think they might have had an argument.

The boy looks quite cheeky. He looks like he’s been a bit naughty. But 
he’s got away with it.

Maybe the argument was over how to bring up the kids.

Maybe she’s too soft on kids. Maybe she spoils them and they get 
everything they ask for. 

I think he tries to be more strict like making them eat their greens, 
but the mother just gave in and let them  have what they want.

You need to set clear  boundaries for kids. You can’t  give in  to  them 
all the time.



Grammar Interacting with more grammar
Have you been…



Inductive grammar: encouraging self-correction



What’s left to learn? 
• In short, about 6000-8000 word-families! 
• Some very minor aspects of grammar used in limited contexts and 

subtilties of how words are used (but can this be taught?).

How do we choose?
• Randomly / as needed!  You could have 10 different books at the same 

level – think about missing topics.
• But do look through those mid-frequency words and their collocates or 

idiomatic as well as the less frequent and idiomatic.
• Read a lot! And record more new words – ignore less.

How do we measure progress?
• It’s difficult! Extra focus on our own efforts to recycle and to set targets 

and test because the infrequency of words means just reading won’t be 
enough.

• The reality is for most Advanced students is maintenance is enough. 

Advanced levels



lexicallab
LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT • TEACHER DEVELOPMENT

COURSES FOR 2017

• Advanced Language and Culture
• Teaching Lexically
• English Boost
• Better Testing and Assessment  
(with Dr Zeynep Urkun)

• Basic English for Educators
• Developing Materials

Our PIC number for Erasmus+ is 931866585
For a 10% discount, quote Conf17

For more details, email hugh@lexicallab.com or see 
www.lexicallab.com/what-we-offer/training/summer-school/

TRAIN WITH LEADING ELT WRITERS 

Andrew Walkley and Hugh Dellar 
are the authors of Teaching 
Lexically (Delta Publishing), the 
best-selling series Outcomes 
(NGL) and they have fifty years 
of excellence in English language 
teaching between them. Join their 
summer school based at London 
Metropolitan University.

All our courses help you:
• learn new skills and tasks
• boost your English language level
• get fresh perspectives
• share experiences
• solve classroom problems
• be more confident in the classroom
• have a great time in London

Lexical Lab Summer School
1st July to 9th August 2019
www.lexicallab.com
info@lexicallab,com

Andrew@lexicallab.com
Hugh@lexicallab.com
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Join National Geographic Learning!

ELTNGL.com/webinars

ELTNGL.com/infocus


